
Space lesson by The Drama Studio  
 
Suitable for Age 5-8 – Journey To The Moon 
 
This lesson meets aspirations of Early and First Stage Experiences and 
Outcomes –Curriculum For Excellence 
 
Key Skills - Movement and Mime, drawing on knowledge, improvisation, 
point of tension. 
 
Suitable for classroom – move furniture back to create some space for the 
movement. 
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Nations and all countries of the Universal Copyright Conventions. 
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Gather the children around you and ask them what it’s like in Space. 
Talk about the planets and stars etc and see how much they know about the topic. 
 
Explain that they are going to be astronauts going on a journey to the moon. 
 
The attention to detail and facts in the lesson will vary according to the age and 
knowledge of your children particularly what they know about the space craft and 
about the famous moon landing. They may well know about the command /lunar 
module and use this knowledge in the drama lesson but if they don’t you can just keep 
it simple particularly with a young class as too many facts can actually spoil the flow 
and creativity of this drama lesson. 
 
Intro – A good idea to start is to have a warm-up with everyone  
              walking as if in outer space, emphasise the slow motion. 
              Use one of the suggested musical pieces.  
 
 
1) Getting Ready - Mime 
 
Ask everyone to find a space in the room and stand very still. Now ask the children 
what the astronauts would put on to go to space – as each item is mentioned mime 
together putting it  the astronaut suit, zipping up, into moon boots, gloves, air tanks, 
helmet etc 
 
 



2) Making The Rocket and going into space  – Mime, configuration, mime, 
working together, improvisation. 
 
Now tell the class we are going to make a large rocket to go to a planet or to the moon 
perhaps. 
 
With young children it works well to do this part altogether as a class 
but seven year olds  could do it in smaller groups discussing all the different parts. 
 
Make the shape of a large rocket and countdown to blast off. 
 
Sound Effect – Countdown or just have everyone counting down which they 
really like to do!  
 
Robot’s Voice Sound Effect on this free website is funny and good – 
https://www.freesfx.co.uk/sfx/countdown 
 
After blast off tell the children to become the astronauts in the rocket, on the 
computers, clicking switches, looking at the planets and stars. 
 
Teacher goes round the children (perhaps in role as the chief astronaut) asking about 
their jobs and what they can see out in space encouraging use of appropriate language. 
 
3) Moonscape – Configuration Mime – Some background on the surface of the 
moon would be very helpful. 
 
Gather the students and discuss - What is the surface of the moon like? Dusty, craters, 
rocks, ancient (encourage vocabulary)  
 
Ask some questions to test knowledge and focus the class.  
 
What do you think The Sea of Tranquility is?  
 
 We are going to make the surface of the moon with our bodies. 
 
Ask the class to get into random group sizes (3,4,5) and discuss what part of the 
moon’s surface they could become – craters, rocks etc 
 
Give a few minutes for them to decide and then ask everyone to make the shapes. 
 
Allow the opportunity to look at each other’s moonscapes. 
 
4) Landing On TheMoon  - Mime and movement, 
 
Explain to the children that we will be going out through the hatch to explore the 
planet.  
 
We will only be able to move very slowly due to the weightlessness and we can take 
some samples of rocks, soil samples and any things that might be interesting. We 
might need magnifiers to look through. 
 



Everyone slowly goes out of the hatch (maybe in twos, slowly, to control the class and 
to add tension to the exercise) and looks around for samples. 
 
Suggested Music 
 
UPI or Direct 2 Brain by Soundscapes 
 
Subterranean Garden or Silk Ridge by Robert Rich (all on itunes) 
 
After a while they take the samples back to the rocket to see what they have found.  
 
Gather the children and ask them what they have got. 
 
There are loads of space sounds on itunes to choose from. 
 
On the free site there is Eerie Space Drone, Dramatic Ambience here: 
 
https://www.freesfx.co.uk/sfx/space 
  
 
5) Returning To Earth – Improvisation, point of tension 
 
Ask the children to get back to the rocket to travel home again. You can repeat the 
rocket blast off as before and then moving into their astronaut roles. 
 
The teacher becomes the chief astronaut again and can go round again checking the 
instruments again.  
 
Then suddenly the teacher says something is wrong. 
 
Teacher - Oh no look there is very bad weather ahead. It’s a cosmic storm large rocks 
                are about to hit the spacecraft, everyone hold on tight its going to be very  
                bumpy. 
 
You can mime holding on tightly and the space rocket being thrown about in space.  
 
Sound Effects – Four Star Sounds  https://www.freesfx.co.uk/sfx/space 
 
  
We usually have a crack in the side of the rocket and someone falling out into outer 
space. The other astronauts have to save the person. 
 
This can get a bit wild with children saying they have fallen out as well but I’d let 
them go for a bit with some falling out and others saving them.  
 
For young children this is great fun and their imaginations will run riot with it. 
 
When you’ve decided it’s time to stop just call everyone back to the rocket, very 
quickly, tell them we’re about to land, hurry up everyone back in and this usually does 
the trick! 
 
The rocket goes back to Earth. 
 



 
6) Re-Telling The Story 
 
For young children it is a good idea to give them a chance to retell the story. You can 
see exactly how much they have retained and listen to their individual accounts of the 
drama. 
 
The teacher goes into role as a news reporter waiting for the astronauts. 
 
TIR - The astronauts have just landed. I’m going to ask them about the  
         trip. What was it like in space? Did you walk on the moon/planet?  
         What was it like? Have you brought samples? Let me see them. 
         How was the journey home? etc 
 
They will normally have lots to tell you! 
 
For slightly older children they can take the parts of the reporters and ask groups of 
astronauts about the trip. 
 
Class work 
 
In the classroom they can now write stories about the space journey and do some great 
paintings! 
 
See Help Screen for Written work 
 
 
 


